RESTAURANTS AT THE ZOO

JAGUAR COFFEE HOUSE
Grill, coffee and a take-a-way treat from your trip around the zoo.

THINGS TO DO

FACE PAINTING
Have your face painted as your favourite animal!

HANDMAKING
Have your hand prints transformed into animal artworks at our Handimals. It’s an experience for elephant lovers.

ANIMAL TALKS & ACTIVITIES

Monday
Discover... Komodo dragon in Danger
11.30am Elephant talk
11.45pm Bat chat outside Fruit Bat Forest
12pm Andean bear talk Painted dog talk
1.30pm Tropical Reptiles basking on log
2.15pm Sloth chat Jaguar chat Sloth chat
3.45pm Lion talk Penguin chat Lion talk
3.5pm PENGUIN TALK
4.30pm Plant chat inside the Plant Project

Tuesday
Discover... Lakes in Danger
10.30am-11.30am Drop-in talk
11.35am Elephant talk
11.45pm Bat chat outside Fruit Bat Forest
12pm Andean bear talk Painted dog talk
1.30pm Tropical Reptiles basking on log
2.15pm Sloth chat Jaguar chat Sloth chat
3.45pm Lion talk Penguin chat Lion talk
3.5pm PENGUIN TALK
4.30pm Plant chat inside the Plant Project
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4.30pm Plant chat inside the Plant Project

Thursday
Discover... Lakes in Danger
10.30am-11.30am Drop-in talk
11.35am Elephant talk
11.45pm Bat chat outside Fruit Bat Forest
12pm Andean bear talk Painted dog talk
1.30pm Tropical Reptiles basking on log
2.15pm Sloth chat Jaguar chat Sloth chat
3.45pm Lion talk Penguin chat Lion talk
3.5pm PENGUIN TALK
4.30pm Plant chat inside the Plant Project
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3.5pm PENGUIN TALK
4.30pm Plant chat inside the Plant Project

Saturday
Discover... Lakes in Danger
10.30am-11.30am Drop-in talk
11.35am Elephant talk
11.45pm Bat chat outside Fruit Bat Forest
12pm Andean bear talk Painted dog talk
1.30pm Tropical Reptiles basking on log
2.15pm Sloth chat Jaguar chat Sloth chat
3.45pm Lion talk Penguin chat Lion talk
3.5pm PENGUIN TALK
4.30pm Plant chat inside the Plant Project
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